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2 Introduction 

 

The treatment of cancer over the last century had revealed an improvement of therapeutic 

approaches, combined or solely to achieve higher curability rates for a wide range of clinical 

situations. 

In 1985 the Europe Against Cancer programme was established to monitor the number of 

deaths due to cancer and promote ways to achieve a reduction. The target was a 15% lower 

mortality rate by the year 2000. The overall mortality due to cancer was reduced by 10% (average 

over 25 countries). In Portugal the overall mortality was increased by 17% between the 1985 and 

2000. The results varied between countries according to demographics, cancer incidence and 

treatment strategies. A programme of activities and research, focusing on three major themes: 

prevention (particularly tobacco), screening, education and training, was developed together with 

the Europe code against cancer. The main reasons for the decrease were raising public awareness, 

early detection strategies and improved treatment techniques [1]. 

 In the western world the radiotherapy is one of the main treatment methods for cancer. In 

European Union 40% of the cancer patients receiving conventional treatment are cured with 

radiotherapy, alone or combined with surgery (49%), chemotherapy and hormonal therapy (11%) 

[2]. Treating a cancer patient may need the combination of treatment modalities at the same time or 

at different stages through the disease history. 

 The radiation therapy has a critical role in the spectrum of care, particularly in the 

management of many types of early stage cancer, locally advanced malignancy and metastatic 

disease [3]. 

The World Health Organization recognizes that at least 50% of all patients with cancer 

require radiation therapy at some stage of their disease and up to 60% would benefit from 

radiation therapy. An estimated 40% of people with cancer can expect a normal life expectancy or 

cure following treatment and up to 18% of these cures can be attributed to radiation therapy [4].  

 The main goal of radiation therapy is distinguish by his non-invasive ionization irradiation 

approach, acting inside the body directly focus on the target volumes while sparing adjacent 

healthy tissues and organs at risk. Therapeutic dose range and fractionation may vary according 

the tumour staging, location sites, radiation delivery techniques, treatment combinations, etc. 
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2.1 Advances in radiotherapy 

 

Over the last decades the rapid developments on radiotherapy domain made possible the 

improvement of treatment dose administration by using relatively compact, gantry–mounted 

linear accelerators (Linacs) able to deliver high-dose megavoltage x-rays and auxiliary treatment 

verification systems such as the Electronic Portal Imaging Devices (EPIDs). Implementation of 

modern imaging technologies provided a multimodality approach for planning target volumes 

delineation and surrounding healthy tissues, based on anatomical and functional information 

obtained by computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional MRI 

(fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography 

(SPECT) and ultrasound (US).  

Available treatment planning systems capable of three dimensional high conformal dose 

distributions to complex target volumes while avoiding normal tissues become possible by using 

3D dose calculation algorithms which take into account different beam interactions throughout the 

matter. This new advances bring out the term three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT), 

where the beams are shaped to the planning volumes by a digitally controlled multi-leaf 

collimators (MLC) used to carry out complex treatment plans via intensity modulated radiotherapy 

(IMRT) techniques [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Treatment planning system (a) and Virtual simulator (b) based on CT 
reconstructed volumes for rendering and tri-dimensional conformal dose planning for 
radiotherapy. [www.igd.fhg.de , www.mediaroom.com] 

a) 

b) 
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All these advances that became commercially available for external radiation beam therapy 

helped to accomplish the central aim of radiotherapy, maximizing the dose delivered to the 

tumour with minimal complications for the surrounding healthy tissues. 

Despite these and many other advances, setup a wide range of radiation fields or port 

positions towards accomplishing the radiotherapy objectives become the main constraint of 

treatment accuracy, since the size, shape and position of the tumour and organs can change during 

the course of the treatment.  

Treatment course typically extends over a number of weeks, where total dose is given in a 

fractionated way. Patient immobilization, set-up and verification at the time of treatment delivery 

represent the week daily basis tasks, which could be ineffective due to treatment to treatment 

(inter-fraction) or in-treatment (intra-fraction) variations. Treatment errors can find to occur in a 

systematic or random way, by internal movements (e.g. breathing, organs fill variation, etc.), 

changes in patient anatomy, set-up patient and/or machine errors [5-7].  

 Treatment verification at the time of dose delivery can be made by using the therapy 

megavoltage x-ray beam to create portal images (PIs) that can be of significant benefit in assuring 

correct delivery of radiation prescription dose [5] 

 

2.2 Treatment verification in radiotherapy 

 

 The importance of the placement of treatment portals to achieve local tumour control is 

intuitively obvious and objectively documented [8, 9]. The magnitude and the nature of the setup 

errors were studied for a variety of clinical conditions, where the random and systematic errors 

were found of up to 6mm [10-15]. This has resulted in improved treatment accuracy and in 

quantification of the margins required to account for the uncertainties in treatment delivery [16-18]. 

The quantification of field location displacement errors is an increasingly issue for all radiotherapy 

treatment, since the margin quantification and reduction can maximize the real dose prescribed an 

individual patient.  

 The objective of localization imaging is to pre-view the image prior to the main treatment 

so as to allow the possibility to adjustment of the treatment set-up. Therefore verification imaging 

serves to provide image(s) record of how the treatment was performed with the possibility of 

patient set-up adjustments during the scheduled treatment which can be viewed in real-time or 

near real time and/or stored for later verification and clinical approval. [5].   

 The main advances in portal imaging technology between the 1970s and 1980s was the 

development of specialized film emulsions whose sensitivities were appropriate for radiotherapy 

high energy photon beams [19]. However such film verification procedures became time 

consuming and labour intensive for an effective means of reducing the frequency of systematic and 

random setup errors [6], which is particularly difficult to perform with non-digital imaging 

systems [20]. 
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 In the 1980s intensive efforts have led to the development of techniques that produce 

images using high energy x-rays which became commercially available in the mid 1990s [21, 22]. 

The need for an improved portal imaging system to enhance verification of conformal radiation 

therapy encouraged the development of on-line electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) [6, 19]. 

With EPIDs, the digital images are immediately available without the need for film developing 

which allow the image processing for on-line matching setup verification. 

 Nowadays a wide number of emerging technologies come to meet the radiation therapy 

requirements, with safe and effective delivery of high radiation dose to a clinical target volume, 

while avoiding critical normal structures. These issues are in clinical use or at an advanced stage of 

pre-clinical development for in-room application allowing secure geometrical precision before and 

during irradiation through image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) techniques [2] (beyond the 

scope of this investigation). 

 

2.3 Portal Imaging: Physical aspects and image quality 

 

 Image acquisition in radiotherapy treatment room based on x-ray energies is strongly 

constrained by low subject contrast and limited spatial resolution mainly for soft tissue target 

volumes [19]. The nature of the high energy radiation sources used in therapy constitute an 

important factor limiting contrast in portal images due to the fact that x-ray attenuation is 

dominated by Compton interactions, as opposed to photoelectric interactions at diagnostic 

energies  [5]. The Compton interactions probability is highly dependent on the electron density of 

the attenuators, distinct from photoelectric interactions, which show a strong dependence on 

atomic number [6]. Since anatomical structures generally provide relatively small variations in 

electron density, the image contrast at therapeutic energies is naturally lower and may also be 

influenced by other factors that can contribute to the poor quality of portal images. 

As the probability of interacting with matter is relatively low for high megavoltage 

energies comparing to low kilovoltage x-ray photon beams, the fraction of the radiotherapy beam 

that generates detectable signal in the converter is typically low, called as the x-ray quantum 

detection efficiency. 

The fundamental limitations of imaging with megavoltage x-ray beams include the 

imaging system performance, x-ray scatter due to patient thickness, the large focal spot size of 

therapy machines (one to several millimetres) [23] and  noise in the human eye brain system [6].   

Objective quantification of the megavoltage imaging system performance should 

encompass the spatial resolution, noise and signal-to-noise properties that can be related to image 

subject contrast. 
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2.3.1 Signal-to-Noise ratio 

 

Image quality is determined not by the subject contrast of the object being imaged but by 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the image (Figure 2.2), where the x-ray scatter fraction (quantum 

noise) is the limiting source for the object detection. The Difference attenuation between an object 

and its surroundings (subject contrast) result in different number of x-ray quanta reaching the 

detector. The subject contrast is determined by the energy of the x-ray beam, the radiological 

properties of the object being imaged and the amount of x-ray scatter reaching the detector [6].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The detectability of the object depends not only on how large the difference in attenuation 

is between the object and its surroundings, but also how large this signal difference is compared to 

the uncertainty in the signal.  

Since the image formation is part of a statistical process involving the detection of discrete 

x-ray quanta associated to a certain statistical uncertainty (x-ray quantum mottle), the number of x-

ray detected in some time interval, follows Poisson counting statistics. 

 The signal-to-noise ratio of small anatomic structure embedded within a homogeneous 

body (Figure 2.1) can thus be calculated by the image signal (difference in attenuation between the 

object and the background) divided by the noise (square root of the mean signal) in the imaging 

system. For a Poisson process, the variance in the number of detected x-ray quanta is equal to the 

mean number of detected photons. Therefore if the mean fluences are known the signal-to-noise 

ratio can be calculated, where the noise is equal to the standard deviation ( √� � �), equation 2.1. 
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Figure 2.2 Imaging process when irradiating a medium with different densities. Fluences Φ1 

and Φ2 corresponds to different transmissions throughout medium. The x-ray scatter fraction is 
represented by Φs . [6] 

(2.1) 
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The SNR, like the contrast, decreases as the difference in attenuation between the object 

and the background decreases, however, unlike the contrast, the SNR is proportional to the 

number of x-rays quanta impinging the imaging system, as the scatter increases the x-ray quantum 

mottle and reduce the SNR by adding noise without contributing to the signal. 

For a homogeneous field acquisition, without an input object, the discrete values are 

random uniformly distributed. A key feature of Poisson statistics is that the signal-to-noise ratio 

can be simply calculated dividing the mean by the standard deviation [26].  

The SNR at the final stage reflects a combination of all noise sources in the imaging process 

chain. After passing through an attenuation (i.e. patient), the x-rays strike the imaging detector 

where are subsequently converted into Compton electrons in the front metal plate, then in light 

photons through the phosphor screen, then electrons in the photosensitive detection layer. For 

digital systems is also added the electronic signal amplification, analog–to-digital (ADC) 

conversion, image filtering and light photons conversion for image display. While quantum noise 

affects the image quality, the efficiency of propagating the quanta through to the final stage can 

have a large impact on the SNR. The detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of an imaging system 

measure the degradation of information caused by the imaging system relative to the information 

contained in the incident radiation beam. 

The ideal image receptor would be an EPID or film that adds no electronic or film noise to 

the image and which displays the image optimally. For this situation the inputs SNR (SNRin) 

passes through the system without degradation (i.e. SNRout = SNRin) [5, 6]. 

 The DQE is often defined as the following equation 2.2 [25-27].  

 

DQE � !"#$%&
�

!"#'(
�  

 

 This is expressed as the square of the ratio of SNR output to SNR input of spatial frequency 

[5]. The knowledge of the DQE is essential for a complete system performance characterization and 

can be determined as a function of spatial frequency. The frequency dependent detective quantum 

efficiency (DQE(f)) may be expressed as follows [27, 28], 

 

DQE � )2MTF2�.�
�"/!�.�

 

 

 

where λ is the mean detector signal and � the mean x-ray fluence. The spatial frequency-

dependent variables measures the system spatial resolution - modulation transfer function (MTF); 

and the noise properties of a system – noise power spectrum (NPS). The magnitude of the DQE is 

given by the fraction of the incident x-rays that generate useful signal in the x-ray converter, 

(0 ≤ DQE ≤ 1) 

(0 ≤ DQE ≤ 1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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although other factors such as MTF(f), Swank noise (noise in readout electronic and detector) and 

non x-ray-quantum related noise can further limit the DQE [27].  

 Since the analysis of SNR and quantum efficiency is based on primary x-ray quantum 

noise, there are a larger number of other sources which can add noise to the system, including 

energy absorption noise [29], noise by the imaging system or displayed images so that noise in the 

human visual system becomes relevant.  

Scattered x-rays or any non-primary photons can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of portal 

images by generating signals that carry no information about a subject but add noise to the images. 

Image noise can be introduced by increasing the x-ray scatter fraction depending upon the 

patient thickness, field size and gap reduction between the patient and the detector [6]. Different 

noise sources can include random fluctuation in the energy absorption, secondary quantum noise 

(random fluctuations of, optical photons generated in the phosphor and; electrons produced by 

light photons hitting the photosensitive layer), thermal and electronic noise generated in the 

detection layer and frame-grabber [30]. 

Conventional portal films record more information than EPIDs [31-33], but the experience 

of EPID users and contrast-detail studies suggest that improved display of portal images [34] by 

EPIDs reduces the effect of observer noise inherent in visual film observation [35]. Any 

characterization of an imaging system requires an examination of both the SNR characteristics and 

the spatial frequency response of the system. 

 

 

 2.3.2 Spatial resolution 

 

In terms of spatial resolution the system can be characterized by how well edges can be 

detected. In practice the spatial resolution is a measure of how the image signal is blurred by the 

imaging system, which depends upon three main quantities, spatial resolution of the imager 

receptor, the size of x-ray source and the image magnification. 

The source size of medical accelerators has been measured to be ~1mm full width at half 

maximum. Such large focal spot sizes contribute to a loss in spatial resolution for EPIDs and leaded 

to an incorporation of matrix detection elements (pixels) with dimensions in the range of ~0.5 to 2 

mm in order to minimize the blurring effect [6, 23].  

 Image magnifications due to the variation on the source surface distance (SSD) have a 

major impact on the spatial resolution system. As the magnification increases, by lower SSDs and 

higher distance to the image detector, blurring due to the x-ray focal spot source also increases. An 

optimal image magnification, for minimal blurring effect, was found for almost all imaging devices 

between 1.3 and 2.0 [36, 37] to achieve higher spatial resolution with sharp images 
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(5) 

(4) 

 Other factor affecting the image quality includes the high energy x-ray scatter radiation [6]. 

For megavoltage energy, the lower attenuation results in the reduced sharpness of objects, 

comparing to diagnostic kilovoltage energies. The spread of high energy particles in the metal plate 

is common to all EPIDs [38, 39]. In addition to the lateral migration of high electrons, other 

processes such as x-ray scatter, bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation also contribute to the 

signal spread in the metal plate [31, 39, 40].  

 Spatial resolution or the signal transfer properties of a radiation detector can be 

characterized by the detector’s modulation transfer function, MTF(f) [19].  

Since the spatial resolution of an imaging system is often characterized by examining how 

well the system reproduces a point object (infinitesimally small), the point spread function (PSF) is 

a function of a point source that contains the complete information about the spatial resolution 

(Figure 2.3a). The Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) expresses the PSD spatial resolution by a 

single number. 

 The MTF is then defined as the modulus of the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of the 

system’s PSD or impulse response, normalized to unity at zero spatial frequency (Figure 2.3b).  

 Another way to measure the MTF (f) is taking the absolute value of the Fourier transform 

of the line spread function, LSF(x) which is the response of the system to a thin line across the 

image [30], 

 

 

012�.� � 34 LSF�7�8��9�:;<7�=
�= 3 

 

 

which can be defined as the convolution of the PSF(x,y), 

 

 

 

>�2�7� � 4 PSF�7, A�<A�=
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2.3.2.1 Square wave response 

 

 The square wave response (SWR) is normally measured with a physical phantoms that can 

produce square waves by a line pair gauge device, i.e. QC-3V phantom (Figure 2.4a). For x-ray 

imaging system, the ribs might be made from lead, with an x-ray transparent material in between. 

The MTF curve describes for higher spatial frequencies a reduction on the signal profile amplitude 

modulation (Figure 2.4b). 

The individual ribs will be distinguishable in the images as long as the amplitude is greater 

than about 3% to 10% of the original height which is related to the eye’s ability to distinguish the 

low contrast between peaks and valleys in the presence of image noise. 

The MTF is defined in terms of sine waves while pair gauge uses square waves. The 

fundamental sin wave contained in a square wave has an amplitude of 4/̟=1.27 times the 

amplitude of the square wave which result on a slight overestimate of the true resolution of the 

system, by starting with effective amplitude of more than pure black to pure white. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Representation of point spread functions (a) with the same Full-Width-at-Half –
Maximum (FWHM=1) and the respective modulation transfer functions (b) for three PSFs: 
pillbox (P), gaussian (G) and exponential (E). [24] 
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At high spatial frequencies, the fundamental of the square wave have been removed which 

causes the modulation to appear 

square. For higher frequencies e.g QC

modulation response for the SWR is decreased (Figure 2.4c).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2.1 Edge response

 

 The edge response is how the system responds to a sharp discontinuity (an edge), since a 

line is the derivative of an edge, the LSF is the derivative of the edge response and can be used 

MTF calculation based on equation 4.

 The single parameter measuring the edge response is the distance required to rise from 10 

to 90% based on the generated Edge Spread Function (ESF).

 

 

(4) (2) 

Figure 2.4 Square wave pattern
different spatial resolution regions (1
acquired with 6MV x-ray photons). The profiles for the respective bar pattern regions show the 
decrease of amplitude modulation transfer a

b) 

At high spatial frequencies, the fundamental of the square wave have been removed which 

causes the modulation to appear sinusoidal while for low frequencies the wave appear to be 

For higher frequencies e.g QC-3V spatial resolution of 0.76 lp mm

modulation response for the SWR is decreased (Figure 2.4c). 

Edge response 

The edge response is how the system responds to a sharp discontinuity (an edge), since a 

line is the derivative of an edge, the LSF is the derivative of the edge response and can be used 

MTF calculation based on equation 4. 

The single parameter measuring the edge response is the distance required to rise from 10 

generated Edge Spread Function (ESF). 

(1) (3) (5) 

pattern by using a line pair gauge device (QC-3V)
different spatial resolution regions (1-5) from 0.76 to 0.1 lp/mm (b) (radiographic image signal 

ray photons). The profiles for the respective bar pattern regions show the 
decrease of amplitude modulation transfer as the spatial resolution increase (c).

a) c) 
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At high spatial frequencies, the fundamental of the square wave have been removed which 

while for low frequencies the wave appear to be 

lp mm-1, the amplitude 

The edge response is how the system responds to a sharp discontinuity (an edge), since a 

line is the derivative of an edge, the LSF is the derivative of the edge response and can be used for 

The single parameter measuring the edge response is the distance required to rise from 10 

(1)   0.76 lp mm-1 

3V) (a) with a set of 5 
5) from 0.76 to 0.1 lp/mm (b) (radiographic image signal 

ray photons). The profiles for the respective bar pattern regions show the 
s the spatial resolution increase (c). 

(2)   0.43 lp mm-1 

(3)   0.23 lp mm-1 

(4)   0.2 lp mm-1 

(5)   0.1 lp mm-1 
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The advantages to using the edge response for measuring spatial resolution is firstly 

related to the encoded information in the same domain of the measurements, which can be usefull 

for understand how the edges in an image are blurred; the edges are easy to generate in images 

and if needed, the LSF can be found by taking the first difference of the edge response; the MTF 

can be directly found by taking the one-dimensional FFT of the LSF; and similar edge responses 

have similar MTF curves. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A system that has a 10% to 90% edge response of x distance, has a limiting resolution (10% 

contrast) of about 1 line per x distance, see figure 2.6. If we consider an imaging system that have 

10%-90% edge response of 1 mm, the 10% contrast level on the corresponding MTF curves will 

occur about 1 lp/mm. 

 One problem associated with the edge response method is that the first derivative is very 

sensitive to fluctuations in the experimental data, so that the small amount of noise included in the 

experimental edge trace may become a large error in calculated LSF, and thus in the MTF [41].  

Noise reduction is important because noise not only leads to variability, but also to a positive bias 

in the estimate of the MTF. 

Figure 2.5 Edge Spread Function (step function) and the edge response [24] 

Figure 2.6 Edge responses for three PSF, pillbox (P), Gaussian (G) and exponential (E) and 
corresponding MTF curves [24].  
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2.4 Electronic portal Imaging Devices 

 
   
 Electronic systems for portal imaging were first proposed in the late 1950s by Strandqvist 

and Rosengren, Wallman and Stalberg and Andrews [42-44]. Several technologies have been 

proposed over the years and described for several authors.[5, 7, 19, 45, 46]. Various approaches and 

modifications in the mean time were introduced to achieve higher system performances with the 

best image quality. Only in the 1980s with a greatly increase of relatively modern computer 

hardware were possible to obtain higher system performances for increased image quality, by 

optically coupling a metal plate/phosphor screen to a camera via a mirror-lens combination [47]. 

This new optical-based devices were studied and improved trough the expertise and efforts of 

several research groups from different countries and institutions [31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 48, 49, 50-57].  

 The camera-based EPIDs has been commercially available since the early 1990s, likely the 

scanning liquid filled ionization chamber EPID (SLIC EPID) which had been developed since the mid 

1980s [58-63]. These both systems have been used for clinical portal imaging and enhanced all over 

the last decade. 

Indirect detection Active matrix flat panel imagers (AMFPIs) were developed since the late 

1980s [Street 1990m antonuk 1990-1998, Boudry and antonuk 1994,1996, Bissonnettte 1997, Drake 

1997, Earnhart and Chaney 1997. Munro 1998, El-Mohri 1999, 2000] and became commercially 

available in 2000 [5]. 

Amorphous silicon electronic portal imaging devices  (a-Si EPIDs) used in this research, is based 

on this recent technology (AMFPI) and will be briefly described in this section in terms of system 

components, image signal processing and system performance: dose response characteristics and 

temporal stability. 

 

 

2.4.1 Active Matrix Flat Panel Imagers 

 

 2.4.1.1 General system description 

 

 Active matrix flat panel imagers based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)) can be 

divided into the following subsystems [5, 6, 46]: (1) a front metal sheet, usually 1 mm copper to 

provide build-up and absorb scattered radiation; (2) a scintillating phosphor screen made of 

terbium doped gadolinium oxysulphide (Gd2O2S:Tb) to convert the incident radiation to optical 

photons; (3) a active pixel matrix where each pixel is consist of a photodiodes and a thin film 

transistor (TFT); (4) an electronic acquisition system which controls the read out operation from the 

transistors and extracts and processes analog signals from the matrix arrays to a host computer 

(Figure 2.7).  
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 2.4.1.2 Signal conversion and image processing 
 

Concerning the conversion of x-ray energy into charge stored in the capacitive element of 

each pixel, the commercial EPID systems incorporating active matrix flat panel arrays are based on 

the indirect detection approach [5].  

This detection type use an x-ray converter consisting of a combination of a metal plate with 

a scintillating phosphor screen, as described previously. Radiation induced light escapes from the 

scintillator and is detected using the array of a-Si: photodiodes controlled by a-Si TFT. In the 

photosensor the light is converted into electron-hole pairs which generate one electron-hole pair 

per detected light photon (Figure 2.7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic view of indirect detection for a single pixel element. The copper plate provides 
build-up and absorption of scattered radiation producing Compton electrons that reach the phosphor layer 
where they high energy electron converted to optical photons. Below in the chain, the photodiodes detects 
the optical photons by generating an electron-hole pair. The stored signal information is read-out by 
activation of the TFTs. Adapted from Langmack  (2001) [46] 
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During imaging operation the TFTs are kept at a nega

array non-conducting and that charge generated by incident radiation is integrated in the 

capacitive element of each pixel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When sufficient signal has been collected for an image,

row at a time changing the voltage in the corresponding gate control line so as to make all the TFTs 

along that line conducting. signals in the pixels are sampled by external peripheral electronics by 

means of data lines, The imaging signals are sampled by means of data lines, amplified, processed 

and digitized by external peripheral electronics. The voltage on the TFT line is returned to its 

original state and the progress can be repeated for the next row until the entir

read-out. This process may be repeated each time a new frame is acquired (Figure 2.8).

 

 

2.4.2. General system performance based on detection approach

 

The direct detection 

plate and a photoconductor. In this 

the photoconductor and the signal is stored in the pixel capacitors until readout

processing operation is the same as used in indirect detection approach.

 The advantage of indirect detection is the higher response and higher 

efficiencies [64, 65] particularly to lower energy radiation compared to a direct detector.

Figure 2.8 Schematic illustration of a small portion of a flat
controls the conductivity of the pixel TFTs and pre

a) 
(a) 

(vi) 

(v) 

During imaging operation the TFTs are kept at a negative voltage so as to make the entire 

conducting and that charge generated by incident radiation is integrated in the 

capacitive element of each pixel.  

When sufficient signal has been collected for an image, the stored signal is read

row at a time changing the voltage in the corresponding gate control line so as to make all the TFTs 

along that line conducting. signals in the pixels are sampled by external peripheral electronics by 

, The imaging signals are sampled by means of data lines, amplified, processed 

and digitized by external peripheral electronics. The voltage on the TFT line is returned to its 

original state and the progress can be repeated for the next row until the entir

out. This process may be repeated each time a new frame is acquired (Figure 2.8).

eneral system performance based on detection approach 

detection approach for AMFPIs uses an x-ray converter consisting of a metal 

plate and a photoconductor. In this approach the radiation generates electron-

the photoconductor and the signal is stored in the pixel capacitors until readout

n is the same as used in indirect detection approach. 

The advantage of indirect detection is the higher response and higher 

particularly to lower energy radiation compared to a direct detector.

Schematic illustration of a small portion of a flat-panel imaging array. The external electronics 
controls the conductivity of the pixel TFTs and pre-amplify the signals. Adapted from 

(a) Copper plate

(b) Scintilating Phophor

(c) Active matrix array

(d) External electronics

(b) 

(c) 

(i) 

(ii) (iii) 

(iv) 
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tive voltage so as to make the entire 

conducting and that charge generated by incident radiation is integrated in the 

the stored signal is read-out, one 

row at a time changing the voltage in the corresponding gate control line so as to make all the TFTs 

along that line conducting. signals in the pixels are sampled by external peripheral electronics by 

, The imaging signals are sampled by means of data lines, amplified, processed 

and digitized by external peripheral electronics. The voltage on the TFT line is returned to its 

original state and the progress can be repeated for the next row until the entire array has been 

out. This process may be repeated each time a new frame is acquired (Figure 2.8). 

ray converter consisting of a metal 

-hole pairs directly in 

the photoconductor and the signal is stored in the pixel capacitors until readout. The signal 

The advantage of indirect detection is the higher response and higher detective quantum 

particularly to lower energy radiation compared to a direct detector. 

panel imaging array. The external electronics 
amplify the signals. Adapted from Antonuk [5].  

Copper plate 

Scintilating Phophor 

Active matrix array 

i. a-Si Photodiode 

ii. a-Si TFT (switch) 

iii. Data line 

iv. Gate control line 

External electronics 

v. Preamplifiers 

vi. Control gate circuitry 
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 The AMFPI technology with indirect detection approach takes advantage in relation to 

other optical systems (i.e. camera-based EPIDs) by using a flat panel array of photodiodes placed in 

proximity to the phosphor which lead a high efficiency of conversion of light entering the 

photodiodes into electron-hole pair.  The indirect AMFPI are then capable of using on the order of 

50% the light emitted from the scintillator [5]. The DQE of this device is found to be 70-80% greater 

than that for camera-based EPIDs. DQE studies for AMFPIs determine that the real gain, compared 

with camera-based EPIDs, stands on the efficiency of light collection [53]. They also found that 

increasing the phosphor layer thickness increases the production of photons, but a decrease on 

spatial resolution could be observed, which means that there is no real gain with screens thicker 

than about 400 mg cm-2 [53]. 

 The AMFPIs can offer x-ray quantum noise limited images [23, 45, 66].   

The indirect detection with AMFPIs becomes a promise technology for portal imaging 

verification since it can be used for larger areas up to 41 x 41 cm2, offering a real time and digital 

readout. These systems can provide both radiographic (i.e. single frames) and fluoroscopic readout 

(e.g. up to 30 frames/s) [67]. The pixels signal response was found to be highly linear with dose 

[45] and allow the configurations for dosimetric measurements. [64, 68]. 

 The technology based on amorphous silicon photodiodes and TFTs are highly resistant to 

radiation damage [69-71], which become an important aspect since portal imagers could be 

exposed by more than 104 Gy per year. As the readout circuits located around the periphery of the 

arrays can be damaged by high energy radiation beams, attention must be paid to avoid 

electronics. Little data is available for the expected lifetime of these devices as the clinical 

introduction of these devices is recent. 

 For AMFPIs can be found image band artefacts due to pulse repetition rate (PRF) of the 

linear accelerators which can result in a decrease on image quality than might be expected. In 

comparison to the standard film emulsion (KODAK Enhanced Contrast localization film (EC-L) 

system for portal imaging), the AMFPI shows more artefacts, indicating the need for digital signal 

processing and frame averaging [46]. 

 

 

2.4.3  a-Si EPID system performance 

 

   
2.4.3.1 Dose-response characteristics 

 

Characterization of the system response of a-Si EPIDs becomes an issue to achieve higher 

confidence levels for radiotherapy QA treatment verification by means of geometrical and 

dosimetric applications. Dose-response characteristics should be described for both type 

applications, either for improve portal image quality and convert signal to portal dose or fluence 

distributions. Several studies have been reported for a-Si EPIDs dosimetric properties [21, 72-74].  
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2.4.3.1.1 Energy response 

 

 For photons with incident energy higher than 1 MeV, the dose to the phosphor is primarily 

due to electrons emerging from the copper plate [55, 75]. In the copper the Compton interaction 

dominates between ~013 and ~9 MeV [76] and some contributions of pair production can be 

expected between 1 and 6 MeV. The mean energy transferred to electron in the Compton process 

[77] demonstrates that mean energy transfer scales in a directly proportional way with energy in 

the 1-6 MeV range and it is expected a shower of electrons coming down on the phosphor with a 

mean energy proportional to energy of the incident photons. 

 The range in Cu for a Compton electron with the mean energy produced from 1 MeV 

photons is ~0.3mm, which is not sufficient for all electrons to escape the Cu plate. The excess 

electrons produced at lower energies are likely to be compensated for the fact that fewer of these 

electrons escape the Cu plate [78].  

In the 1 - 6 MeV incident photon energy range the Compton interaction is also dominant in 

the gadolinium oxysulphide, and the probability of interaction varies little with energy, it can be 

found a slight increase at lower energies. 

The EPID has been shown to over-response to low-energy photons who investigates the 

CAXIS response of the EPID to varying photon energies. They found that EPID over-responds top 

low energy photons due to the photoelectric effect in the high atomic number phosphor layer. [68]. 

The backscatter from components of the EPID support arm downstream from the detector have 

also been found to influence the signal up to 5%  [79].  

 

 

2.4.3.1.2 Dose per pulse, Dose rate and Dose dependence  

 

 Dose per frame can often called dose per pulse, which means that the imaging system 

acquisition mode is synchronized with the pulse repetition frequency often called pulse rate 

frequency or dose rate. For a-Si EPIDs of type iViewGt the signal the signal was found to be non-

linear, with a maximum variation in response up to 8% and 5% for varying dose per pulse (0.1–1.5 

cGy/pulse) and pulse rate frequency (13-400 Hz). Winkler (2006) [22] revealed detector sensitivity 

changes of between 5% and 11% from 25 to 400 MU min-1. In terms of dose dependence was found 

a variation up to 5% of response variation for doses ranging from 5 to 1000 MUs [21].  

 The EPID response dependence on dose rate was attributed to nonlinearity in the detector 

sensitivity with dose per frame. The sensitivity seems to increase about 1.5% when the dose per 

frame was doubled. Short time irradiations with low dose rate induce a low EPID signal, which is 

primarily influenced by intra-beam ghosting which is a function of the accumulated dose. The 

beam startup effect with increasing the dose rate may influence the signal and is a function of total 

irradiation time [21].  As the EPID reading depends on the exact time of the beginning of the 
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radiation with respect to detector read-out. The dose per frame dependence of detector sensitivity 

makes a difference if a small amount of radiation is delivered within a single frame or at the end of 

one frame and the beginning of other i.e. identical exposures can give different readings  

 The dose delivered between two successive readouts is a consequence of variation the dose 

per frame which is mainly influenced by dose rate [21, 72].  

Due to linac beam startup with increasing dose rate, the dose rate dependence also affects 

the relation between EPID response and irradiation time [21].   

One detector, which was found to over-respond to low dose rates, showed a comparatively high 

sensitivity at low doses as well. Younger EPIDs have not stable responses with respect to dose rate. 

Increasing the lifetime, the detectors became less sensitivity to low dose rate exposures and also to 

random x-ray fluctuations. The ageing effects by the decreasing on the dose rate dependence are 

always accompanied by a decrease in absolute signal output [22]. The temporal changes in dose 

response behavior affected the relation between sensitivity and total dose.  

 

 

2.4.3.1.3 Linac output 

 

The pulse-to-pulse variations of Linac output have been investigated as well as the start –

up phase of irradiation and the focal spot motion during beam start-up and its effects on portal 

image analysis. [80]. The Linac beam start-up behavior dominates the relationship between 

response and dose for short exposure time. Due to start –up, the first frames of an image are 

always acquired at a low dose rate and consequently detector is low. The influence of beam start-

up on the EPID signal is more pronounced for lower doses (< 15MUs).  

Very low doses of radiation i.e. 1-2MUs can affect detector reading since variations from 

one beam to another in the start-up phase cannot be precisely reproducible. 

 In terms of long term variation of the Linac output, Louwe et al. (2004) [81] found that it is 

usually stable within 1%. The very small observed variation from one imaging system to another 

were associated with differences in both the scattering properties of the EPIDs and Linac head 

scatter characteristics, for a broad range of field sizes and output factors. 

 

 

2.4.3.1.4 Spectral response 

 

 When introduced an attenuator medium the mean signal detected increases and the beam 

spectrum profile changes. Due to over-response of the EPID for low-energy photons, the EPID 

response then decreases with respect to an open field measurement. 

The difference between open and attenuated field increases as the photon spectrum incident on the 

EPID hardens [78]. As the divergence angle increases towards the field edges it is assumed that 
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photon traveling distance in the air and through attenuator also increase. As the attenuation 

increase the x-ray spectrum changes which hardens the field towards the field edges and thus 

lower photon contribution to the EPID signal. 

The copper was considered to be ideal for attenuation tests, due to sharp rise in mass 

attenuation coefficient below 500 keV. Copper preferentially attenuates the photons to which the 

EPID has an increased sensitivity [82].  

Photons scattered through large angles in a copper plate are likely to contribute to 

background noise, which can influence the image physical parameters, i.e. SNR. Photons that have 

scattered through small angles have the potential to enhance contrast comparing [78].  

 As thickness of a copper slab increase the overall dose to the phosphor decrease. With 

addition of Cu there are greater dose reductions in the region below 1MeV than in the region above 

1 MeV. Increasing the Cu plate thickness enhances this effect. While the external copper 

attenuation decrease the number of the incident photons detected by the EPID, it also adds to the 

low energy portion of the spectrum by introducing Compton scattered photons. It is unlikely that 

these electrons can contribute significant additional dose to the phosphor. As the gap between the 

external Cu attenuator and the EPID surface increase the fluence of scattered photons incident on 

the EPID will be reduced as the photons spread out over a larger area. 

 

2.4.3.1.5 Off-axis response 

 

 The Off-axis energy response depends on the distance of the pixel from the central axis 

(CAXIS). For different energies the off-axis dose can vary significantly. For a higher energy (18MV) 

the response increases 3.5% at 15 cm from the CAXIS. For a 6 MV beam the variation is quite large, 

being 13% at 15cm from the CAXIS [83].  

The beam energy is likely to reduce with off-axis distance. In another study [84] were found that 

the mean energy of a 6 MV beam decreases from 1.9 MeV on CAXIS to 1.5 MeV at 15 – 20 cm off-

axis and for 15 MV beam energy it decreases from 4.1 to 3 MeV.  

 The sensitivity of a pixel does not depend on the detector location, while the off-axis 

differential energy response depends on the distance of the pixel from CAXIS. 

EPID response across the panel became stable (within approximately 0.2%) for MU settings 

greater than approximately 200 MU. Higher sensitivity EPIDs have lower off-axis response, which 

can be due to the detector damage and inherent less sensitivity [83].  

 It is likely that the off-axis differential response of the EPID with respect to an ion chamber 

in water is due to changes in the beam spectra off-axis, as the response is much higher for 6MV 

photons [85].  
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2.4.3.2 Radiation damage in the a-Si EPIDs 

 

 The characteristics of iViewGt were found to be not stable in respect to time and the 

underlying physical processes cannot entirely be explained, however the ageing effects always 

happen, no matter if the a-Si flat panel detector is directly exposed or not. 

The a-Si photodiodes and a-Si TFTs are highly resistant to radiation damage [69, 71]. For 

flat panel detector  in continual use, at least parts of the array could receive yearly doses on the 

order of 2 x 104 Gy, an amount compatible with the radiation tolerance of individual a-Si sensors 

and TFTs [69, 71, 86]. Attention must be paid to ensure that readout electronic circuits are kept way 

from radiation exposure (Figure 2.8d). The degree to which these peripheral circuits need to be 

radiation resistant will dependent on the extent they will be exposed to the direct beam. Even 

ambient radiation would still result in a dose on the order of 1% of the output of machine [87]. 

While the digital logic of the gate drivers is expected to be more dose tolerant, the sensitive analog 

circuitry of conventional preamplifiers will exhibit loss of performance starting at several tens of 

gray with noise doubling by as 102 Gy depending upon the circuitry [87].  

 The response characteristics happen within relatively short periods of time and seem to be 

unpredictable. For low doses, the reproducibility of the signal is much more influenced by 

instabilities in absolute Linac output and beam startup characteristics, as described in above 

sections. 

 The dosimetric properties were found to alter with time due to scattered radiation 

delivered to the readout electronics. The detector ageing effects can modify both absolute 

sensitivity and relative response curves. [22]. 

 The system calibration for this type of EPIDs always need for calibration related to the 

background image noise in absence of radiation (dark current), the gain effects to correct for the 

change in pixel matrix sensitivity and linac flattening filter effects, see more details of system 

calibration in the chapter 3 . 

According Louwe (2004) [81] the annual increase of the dark field signal is approximately 

0.5% of the total dynamic range of 65536 (16 bit resolution system). Since the most 30% of the total 

dynamic range of the imager is effectively used during clinical use, the increase of the dark field 

signal will not influence the lifetime of the a-Si EPIDs. 

 The larger degradation of signal when the panel is older can result in strong visual 

enhancement of the borders of each image segments. This gradient occur in the same direction in 

which the pixels in each row are read out, this could be due to the damage or instability of 

electronic amplifiers (Figure 2.9). 
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The identification of the image degradation of a-Si EPIDs at an early stage could be done 

by visual inspection of the image quality by use a fixed window/contrast level in display. 

 There are several sources of noise that can influence the image quality, but the so called 

structural noise or fixed noise patterns will be always present as the EPID gets damaged. A wide 

range of results can be obtained by differences between individual imagers, environmental settings 

and irradiation (beam quality and the EPID exposure).  

A quality assurance program should encompass the improvement of the image quality by periodic 

inspection and image calibration 

Louwe (2004) [22], investigated the reproducibility of the a-Si EPID at the central pixel 

region which was within 0.5% variation over up to 23 months with a difference between 16 

amplifiers chips smaller than 0.5%. Instability in the individual segments and overall degradation 

in image quality normally leads for inadequate treatment setup verification. 

 

2.5 Assessment of Image Quality  
 

  Assessing to the image quality is an important task for system reliability and feasibility. 

Analysis of physical parameters in the time trend, such as spatial resolution and noise level of an 

imaging system are challenged by the issue of how to relate these measurements to the clinical 

performance of systems [88].  

 The ability of the human observer to utilize a displayed image signal can frequently be the 

limiting factor. With actual portal imaging digital display images, it is possible to extract the 

optimal information by image manipulation tools with contrast enhancement and grey-level 

threshold. By image digital filtering and display, it cannot always be assumed that the quality of 

the displayed image reflects the quality of the data acquired by the imaging device, which means 

that digital processing can enhance the visual subject contrasts that cannot be done for the 

conventional analogical imaging process. 

There are several factors contributing to the spread of decision variables and must be 

possible to separate their contribution to an overall signal-to-noise ratio. 

Figure 2.9 Gain/Offset image for correction of dark field and sensitivity of individual pixels 
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The major contributions to this spread are the random noise fluctuations that naturally 

occur in the process of data acquisition (e.g. x-ray quanta absorbed); Biological variations both 

within the patient and among the patients in the population; artefacts due to process of image 

formation; and intra-inter observer variability. Estimates of the separate contributions of these 

factors to overall performance may be achieved by defining several categories of decision makers 

that have access to the image information at different stages of the imaging process. 

 

2.5.1 Decision makers 

 

The imaging process is conceived as taking place in two stages: data are first detected or 

captured from a stream of radiation; the detected image is then processed and displayed. The 

display stage is evaluated with human observers. 

 

2.6.1.1 The Ideal Decision maker 

 

The ideal observer is that for objective quantification of system performance which usually 

calculates physical parameters by simple idealized phantoms i.e. QC-3V phantom (Figure 2.4). 

The ideal observer model is that it indicates the best possible performance, its application is usually 

limited to simple phantoms and the decision tasks.   

The evaluation requires measurements of the intrinsic contrast of the feature, the contrast 

transfer function of the imaging system, and the noise at a given imaging acquisition conditions. 

 

2.6.1.1 Human Observers 

 

To incorporate the complete realm of clinical complexity it is necessary to present images 

to a human observer and analyze performance by psychophysical techniques. In such studies, the 

observer is asked to perform some visual task, and, through training, develops a decision strategy 

for doing so. An important aspect of psychophysical studies of image quality is that they can use 

real clinical images of patients, incorporating the naturally occurring biological variability to arrive 

at a realistic task. 

 

2.5.2 Measuring Image Quality Parameters 

 

This assessment may be done subjectively or using any of a wide range of degrees of 

objectivity. It may involve the participation of human observers or use mathematical models. It 

may apply to the entire imaging system or only to a part of it. 
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 Objective measures of image quality are desirable in order to characterize the performance 

of an imaging system and not simply that of a particular set of observers (described previously in 

the section 2.3). 

Subjective methods have the advantage that clinical utility can be assessed more directly, 

but it is not easy to achieve controlled test conditions and, as a consequence, results may be 

difficult to interpret. 

 

2.5.2.1 Subjective assessment of image quality 

 

Subjective refers to individual human judgment, so in a strict sense all methods employing 

human observers are subjective. This is the least reliable assessment of image quality and should be 

analysed under specific conditions by setting a range of possible sources of analysis based objective 

characteristics of clinical images.  

The analysis should be fast and easy to perform at least for experienced observers which 

provide an early indication of the strengths and weaknesses of an imaging system. The observers is 

required to report the relative fidelity with which it is demonstrated by different imaging systems 

using a five or seven point rating scale. 

Another point of this technique involves the observer ranking version of the same image, 

which can differ in the acquisition system, specific anatomical sites and displayed in different 

angles e.g. same patient location portal images, acquired in both anterior and lateral views in two 

or more imaging systems (EPIDs). 

There is a significant gap between the instrument based and human observer based 

measures of image quality, which requires the implementation of several quality control points to 

ensure the best correlation between physical and psychophysical evaluations. 

The loss in detail in general is a measured by spatial resolution of the imaging system. the 

interaction between signals detected at nearby points can be described either by the signal-to-noise 

ratio or the spatial resolution which can be due to a finite focal spot size of x-ray machine, energy 

dispersion and the number of quanta absorbed by the detector.  

Image artefacts have an important role in the image quality analysis, since it can be a 

confounding variable that could determine the final judgement of an imaging system. The great 

problem of study artefacts arises by the fact that they are usually signal or object dependent and 

thus it is difficult to make general statements of each kind of noise are becoming present in the 

images. Structural noise or so called fixed pattern noise, should be careful analysed since they are 

can reduce significantly the overall image quality and should not be confound with random noise 

or statistical fluctuations due to a wide range of system interactions and x-ray scattering properties. 
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2.6 Commissioning and quality assurance of EPIDs

 

 At the time of installation/acceptance of a new imaging system device the following 

features must be verified: mechanical and electrical safety, geometric reproducibility, image quality 

and software performance specifications. Following acceptance, commissioning will characterize 

operational features relevant to clinical use and specifications for

 Most EPID systems require image calibration to be done before clinical applications. This 

calibration provides image correction factors and measures the Linac and EPID characteristics that 

are used to produce the highest qualit

iViewGT a-Si EPID are described in chapter 3.1.

 Since beam characteristics may be energy and field size dependent, calibrations at various 

energies and field sizes must also be made.

 

 2.6.1 Quantitative assessment of Image quality

  

 Improvements in spatial resolution and SNR are currently demonstrated by the emerging 

technology of this century, the active matrix flat panel imagers. 

89-92] like Las the AMFPI technology [

small (1mm) and low contrast (1.2%) objects at 6 MV which means that for certain exposures and 

energies, all subject contrast could be perfectly recognized. Currently available phantoms i.e

3V (Figure 2.4) based on quantitative analyses of the spatial resolution and the contrast

ratio (CNR) can provide fast accurate numbers based on Rajapakshe algorithms by using the 

PIPSpro software. This phantom was already used by several aut

compare different EPIDs. A multicenter study showed clear advantage of AMFPIs over the 

camera-based systems with image quality fairly stable between 12 and 18 months of clinical 

operation. The results of AMFPIs become promis

efficiency [5, 97] and noise characteristics [

clinical application of QC-3V phantom can be seen throughout this inv

estigation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.10 Contrast-detail phantom 
with iViewGT a-Si EPID (b). 

a) 

Commissioning and quality assurance of EPIDs 

At the time of installation/acceptance of a new imaging system device the following 

must be verified: mechanical and electrical safety, geometric reproducibility, image quality 

and software performance specifications. Following acceptance, commissioning will characterize 

operational features relevant to clinical use and specifications for routine quality assurance.

Most EPID systems require image calibration to be done before clinical applications. This 

calibration provides image correction factors and measures the Linac and EPID characteristics that 

are used to produce the highest quality image for routine use. The calibration procedures for Elekta 

Si EPID are described in chapter 3.1. 

Since beam characteristics may be energy and field size dependent, calibrations at various 

energies and field sizes must also be made. 

uantitative assessment of Image quality 

Improvements in spatial resolution and SNR are currently demonstrated by the emerging 

technology of this century, the active matrix flat panel imagers. Using contrast detail phantoms [6, 

technology [6, 89]. AMFPIs were found to improved detectability of 

small (1mm) and low contrast (1.2%) objects at 6 MV which means that for certain exposures and 

energies, all subject contrast could be perfectly recognized. Currently available phantoms i.e

3V (Figure 2.4) based on quantitative analyses of the spatial resolution and the contrast

ratio (CNR) can provide fast accurate numbers based on Rajapakshe algorithms by using the 

PIPSpro software. This phantom was already used by several authors [30, 93-96] 

compare different EPIDs. A multicenter study showed clear advantage of AMFPIs over the 

based systems with image quality fairly stable between 12 and 18 months of clinical 

operation. The results of AMFPIs become promising due to great improvements on light collection 

] and noise characteristics [5, 57, 98, 99]. (Further details about the operational and 

3V phantom can be seen throughout this inv 

detail phantom – Las Vegas (a) and respective x-ray acquisition 
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At the time of installation/acceptance of a new imaging system device the following 

must be verified: mechanical and electrical safety, geometric reproducibility, image quality 

and software performance specifications. Following acceptance, commissioning will characterize 

routine quality assurance. 

Most EPID systems require image calibration to be done before clinical applications. This 

calibration provides image correction factors and measures the Linac and EPID characteristics that 

y image for routine use. The calibration procedures for Elekta 

Since beam characteristics may be energy and field size dependent, calibrations at various 

Improvements in spatial resolution and SNR are currently demonstrated by the emerging 

Using contrast detail phantoms [6, 

]. AMFPIs were found to improved detectability of 

small (1mm) and low contrast (1.2%) objects at 6 MV which means that for certain exposures and 

energies, all subject contrast could be perfectly recognized. Currently available phantoms i.e. QC-

3V (Figure 2.4) based on quantitative analyses of the spatial resolution and the contrast-to-noise 

ratio (CNR) can provide fast accurate numbers based on Rajapakshe algorithms by using the 

96] to examine and 

compare different EPIDs. A multicenter study showed clear advantage of AMFPIs over the 

based systems with image quality fairly stable between 12 and 18 months of clinical 

ing due to great improvements on light collection 

]. (Further details about the operational and 

ray acquisition 


